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Deloitte proposal on discount rate using a reference asset portfolio

• It is not controversial that asset returns contain premiums for many forms of risk, including a 
premium for illiquidity risk, which compensates investors for potential adverse prices on forced 
sale

• Econometric estimation of the illiquidity premium has proved challenging, with different methods 
producing very different results, even at a single point in time. A plausible explanation for the 
divergence is the difficulty of separating illiquidity premiums from other risk premiums, particularly 
credit risk.

• The IASB has acknowledged that these difficulties affect the selection from market interest rates 
of a discount rate to apply to insurance contracts measurement for general financial reporting 
purposes as the risk of default is not relevant to the insurance contract cash flows

• Deloitte recommended in its comment letter to determine the discount rate for insurance contracts 
cash flows that do not vary with the value of the assets backing them using a “top down” approach 
starting with the rate of return on a reference asset portfolio

• The “top down” approach removes the risk of default (based on the insurer’s estimate of expected 
credit losses carried out in the same way as in IFRS 9) from the rate of return on a reference 
asset portfolio that matches the duration and currency of the insurance contract cash flows. 

• We have attempted to summarise in these slides the basis for our conclusion
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Deloitte proposal on discount rate using a reference asset portfolio (cont.)

• Deloitte recommendation attempts to remain within the lines set by the IASB in its ED

• It measures the time value of money of insurance cash flows in on a current basis;

• It utilises market interest rates for instruments that match the characteristics of the cash 
flows; and

• It removes the attributes of market interest rates that are not relevant to the characteristics 
as defined in the ED

• We believe that there are advantages from our approach:

• It does not require to solve the illiquidity premium estimation problem for which an 
established and practical method does not yet exist;

• It aligns the IFRS for insurance with concepts that are common to other IFRSs – Impairment 
of financial assets in IFRS 9;

• It produces an accounting for time value of money for insurance contracts that is responsive 
to market fluctuations in a way that is better matching the assets than the ED proposals; and

• It is neutral towards an asset allocation matching the contracts cash flows barring asset 
default risk
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Elements of Corporate Bond Yields: Illustrative

less expected default losses

less illiquidity losses on forced sale

less management expenses

Expected Bond Return

less reward for default risk

less reward for illiquidity risk

less reward for expense risk

Liquid risk-free rate

Yield (%)

Bond Gross Redemption Yield

less unexplained residual
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Illiquid liabilities – theoretical approach

less expected default losses

less illiquidity losses on forced sale

less management expenses

Expected Bond Return

less reward for default risk

less reward for illiquidity risk

less reward for expense risk

Liquid risk-free rate

Yield (%)

Bond Gross Redemption Yield

less unexplained residual
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Illiquid liabilities – pragmatic approach or reference asset portfolio

less expected default losses

less illiquidity losses on forced sale

less management expenses

Expected Bond Return

less reward for default risk

less reward for illiquidity risk

less reward for expense risk

Liquid risk-free rate

Yield (%)

Bond Gross Redemption Yield

less unexplained residual
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IAS 19 approach for pension liabilities

less expected default losses

less illiquidity losses on forced sale

less management expenses

Expected Bond Return

less reward for default risk

less reward for illiquidity risk

less reward for expense risk

Liquid risk-free rate

Yield (%)

Bond Gross Redemption Yield

less unexplained residual
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How complicated is it to derive this rate?

• Identifying candidate assets for replicating portfolios

• Selection of bonds: we have avoided specifying how to do this

• Different practical complications will arise for different bonds

• Identifying expected losses

• Long term data available split by credit grade

• Assumes rating agencies behave consistently over time

• More difficult for un-rated instruments or instruments rated differently by different agencies

• Internal rate of return calculation for a given bond is simple in principle but requires detailed 
knowledge of cash flows and quotation conventions

• Determining liability liquidity

• Our proposal does not explicitly link liquidity of the replicating portfolio to liability liquidity
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These handouts cover topics only in general terms and are intended to give 

a wide audience an outline understanding of issues relating to accounting 

applicable to entities in the insurance sector, and therefore cannot be relied 

on to cover specific situations; applications of the principles set out will 

depend on the particular circumstances involved.  Furthermore, responses 

given in the education session to questions are based on only an outline 

understanding of the facts and circumstances of the cases and therefore do 

not form an appropriate substitute for considered specific advice tailored to 

your circumstances.  We recommend that you obtain professional advice 

before acting or refraining from acting on any of its contents.  We would be 

pleased to advise you on the application of the principles demonstrated at 

the education session and other matters to your specific circumstances but 

in the absence of such specific advice cannot be responsible or liable.

Deloitte LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales 

with registered number OC303675 and its registered office at 2 New Street 

Square, London EC4A 3BZ, United Kingdom. Deloitte LLP is the United 

Kingdom member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu ('DTT'), a Swiss Verein, 

whose member firms are legally separate and independent entities. Please 

see www.deloitte.co.uk\about for a detailed description of the legal 

structure of DTT and its member firms.




